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Abstract

We give a detailed description of the embedding phase of the Hopcroft and Tarjan
planarity testing algorithm. The embedding phase runs in linear time. An implementation based on this paper can be found in [MMN93].

An undirected graph G = (V; E ) is called planar if it can be embedded into the plane
without edge crossings, i.e., the vertices of G are mapped into distinct points in the plane
and the edges of G are mapped into disjoint Jordan curves connecting their endpoints. An
embedding of a planar graph induces a cyclic ordering on the edges incident to any xed
vertex, namely the clockwise ordering of the edges around their common endpoint. A graph
G together with a cyclic ordering on the edges incident to any vertex is called a map or
combinatorial embedding, it is called a planar map or combinatorial planar embedding if it
is induced by some planar embedding.
Hopcroft and Tarjan [HT74] gave an algorithm that tests the planarity of an undirected
graph in linear time. Alternative linear time algorithms were developed by Lempel, Even,
and Cederbaum [LEC67, ET76], Booth and Lueker [BL76, CNAO85], and Fraysseix and
Rosenstiehl [FR82]. Hopcroft and Tarjan also stated but gave no details that their planarity
testing algorithm can be extended to also construct a combinatorial planar embedding. More
details of the embedding phase are given in the textbook of the rst author [Meh84, vol. 2]
but the presentation is incorrect. Figure 1 shows a counterexample.
In this note we give a complete description of the embedding phase. An alternative presentation can be found in [Mut92]. Our embedding algorithm has the same recursive structure
as the testing algorithm of Hopcroft and Tarjan and also runs in linear time. An implementation based on this note is described in [MMN93] and is distributed with the LEDA
platform of combinatorial and geometric computing [Nah93, MN89] (anonymous ftp cs.unisb.de (134.96.325.31)).
The testing phase of the Hopcroft and Tarjan algorithm is discussed in detail in [Meh84,
vol. 2, pages 96 { 111]. We summarize that discussion. The graph G is assumed to be
biconnected. We also x a particular DFS-tree of G and identify the vertices of G with
their DFS-numbers. We direct all tree edges from lower to higher DFS-number and all
non-tree edges from higher to lower DFS-number. Non-tree edges are called back edges.
Figure 1 shows an example. We use T and B to denote the set of tree edges and back edges
respectively.
We associate a segment S (e) and a cycle C (e) with every edge e = (x; y) of G. If e is a
back edge then C (e) and S (e) consist of the tree path from y to x and the edge e. If e is a
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Figure 1: A DFS-tree of a planar graph. Tree edges are shown solid and back edges are shown
dashed. The algorithm given in [Meh84, vol.2, page 113] fails on this example because it will
incorrectly insert the edge (1,7) between the edges (1,6) and (1,5) into the cyclic adjacency
list of vertex 1.
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tree edge then let V (e) be the set of tree successors of y and let w0 be the lowest numbered
endpoint of any back edge starting in V (e). The cycle C (e) consists of a tree path from
the vertex w0 to a vertex w 2 V (e) with (w; w0) 2 B and the back edge (w; w0) and the
segment S (e) consists of C (e), the subgraph induced by V (e), and all back edges starting
in a node in V (e). Note that the segment S (e) is uniquely de ned but that there may be
several choices for the cycle C (e). We divide the tree path underlying the cycle C (e) into
two parts, its stem and its spine. The stem consists of the part ending in x. The spine is
empty if e is a back edge and it is the part starting in y if e is a tree edge.
In our example, the cycle C ((3; 4)) consists of the tree path from 1 to 5 followed by the back
edge (5; 1). The stem is the tree path from 1 to 3 and the spine is the tree path from 4 to 5.
The cycle C ((1; 2)) consists of the tree path from 1 to 3 and the back edge (3; 1). Its stem
is the node 1.
A segment S (e) is called strongly planar if there is an embedding of S (e) such that the
stem of the cycle C (e) borders the outer face. An embedding with this property is called
a strongly planar embedding of S (e). Let w0 ; w1; :::; wr with e = (wr ; y) be the stem of
C (e). A strongly planar embedding of S (e) is called canonical (reversed canonical) if for all
i, 0 < i < r, the edge fwi; wi+1g immediately follows (precedes) the edge fwi; wi?1g in the
counterclockwise ordering of edges incident to wi .
In Figure 1 the embeddings of segments S ((4; 6)) and S ((4; 7)) are both strongly planar, the
embedding of S ((4; 6)) is canonical and the embedding of S ((4; 7)) is reversed canonical.
Since G is assumed to be biconnected there is exactly one tree edge out of vertex 1, namely
the edge (1; 2). Moreover G = S ((1; 2)) and G is planar if S ((1; 2)) is strongly planar.
Let e0 be any edge and let C = C (e0) be the cycle associated with e0 . An edge e = (x; y) is
said to emanate from C if x lies on the spine of C but e does not belong to C . If e1 ; :::; em
are the edges emanating from C then S (e0 ) = C + S (e1 )+ ::: + S (em ), i.e., S (e0 ) is the union
of the cycle C and the segments S (e1 ); :::; S (em ).
We need some more concepts. As above, let C = C (e0 ) and let e = (x; y) emanate from C .
The set A(e) of attachments of segment S (e) to cycle C is de ned to be the set fx; yg if e is
a back edge and the set fxg[fz ; (w; z ) is a back edge, w 2 V (e) and z 2= V (e)g if e is a tree
edge. Two segments S (e) and S (e0 ) where e and e0 emanate from C are said to interlace if
either there are nodes x < y < z < u on cycle C such that x; z 2 A(e) and y; u 2 A(e0 ) or
A(e) and A(e0 ) have three points in common.
The interlacing graph IG(C ) with respect to cycle C = C (e0 ) is de ned as follows. The
nodes of IG(C ) are the segments S (e) where e emanates from C . Also, S (e) and S (e0 ) are
connected by an edge i S (e) and S (e0 ) interlace. It is shown in [Meh84, vol.2, section IV.10,
Lemma 4] that S (e0 ) is strongly planar if S (e) is strongly planar for every e emanating from
C , and there is a partition fL; Rg of the vertex set of IG(C ) such that no segment in L
interlaces with a segment in R and such that A(e) \ fw1; :::wr?1g = ; for any segment
S (e) 2 R where w0; w1; :::wr?1; wr is the stem of cycle C .
For reasons of eciency, it is useful to order the adjacency list of any vertex v as follows:
edge (v; w) is before edge (v; w0) if min A((v; w)) < min A((v; w0 )) or if min A((v; w)) =
min A((v; w0 )); A((v; w)) has cardinality two, and A((v; w0 )) has cardinality three or more.
In all other cases the order is irrelevant. We assume from now on that the cycle C (e) for
a tree edge e = (x; y) is de ned in the following way. Starting in y we construct a path by
always taking the rst edge out of each node until a back edge is encountered. The path
constructed this way is the spine of the cycle C (e).
The discussion above suggests a procedure stronglyplanar (e0 ), cf. [Meh84, vol. 2, page 109]
that given an edge e0 decides the strong planarity of the segment S (e0 ). It rst constructs
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the cycle C = C (e0), then recursively tests the strong planarity of all segments S (e), where
e emanates from C , and nally tests, whether there is an appropriate bipartition of the
vertex set of the interlacing graph. The recursive calls are made in the following order.
If wr+1 ; :::; wk is the spine of the cycle C then the segments S ((wk ; )) are tested rst,
the segments S ((wk?1 ; )) are tested next,... . For each xed i the segments S ((wi ; )) are
tested in the order in which the edges (wi ; ) appear on the adjacency list of wi. The call
stronglyplanar((1; 2)) tests the strong planarity of segment S ((1; 2)) and hence the planarity
of G.
It is shown in [Meh84, vol. 2, page 112] that procedure stronglyplanar can also be used to
compute a labelling of the edges of G by L and R such that:
 an edge e is labelled i stronglyplanar(e) is called
 edge (1; 2) is labelled L
 if e0 is a labelled edge and e1 ; :::; em are the edges emanating from C = C (e0 ) then
induces the appropriate bipartition of the interlacing graph, i.e., if (ei ) = (ej )
then S (ei ) and S (ej ) do not interlace and if (ej ) = R then A(ej ) \fw1; :::; wr?1g = ;
where w0; :::; wr is the stem of C .
The proof of [Meh84, vol. 2, section IV.10, Lemma 5] shows how a strongly planar embedding
of S (e0 ) can be obtained from strongly planar embeddings of the S (ei )'s:
To construct a canonical embedding of S (e0 ) draw the path w0; : : :; wk (consisting of stem
w0 ; : : :; wr , edge e0 = (wr ; wr+1) and spine wr+1 ; : : :; wk) as a vertical upwards directed
path, add edge (wk ; w0), and then for i, 1  i  m, and (ei ) = L extend the embedding
of C + S (e1 ) + : : :S (ei?1 ) by glueing a canonical embedding of S (ei ) onto the left side
of the vertical path, and for i, 1  i  m, and (ei ) = R extend the embedding of
C + S (e1 ) + : : : + S (ei?1 ) by glueing a reversed canonical embedding of S (ei ) onto the right
side of the vertical path. Similarly, if the goal is to construct a reversed canonical embedding
of S (e0 ) then, if (ei ) = L, a reversed canonical embedding of S (ei ) is glued onto the right
side of the vertical path, and if (ei ) = R, then a canonical embedding of S (ei ) is glued
onto the left side of the vertical path.
We can now give the algorithmic details. We rst use procedure stronglyplanar to compute
the mapping . We then use a procedure embedding to actually compute an embedding.
The procedure embedding takes two parameters: an edge e0 and a ag t 2 fL; Rg. A
call embedding(e0 ; L) computes a canonical embedding of S (e0 ) and a call embedding(e0 ; R)
computes a reversed canonical embedding of S (e0 ). The call embedding((1; 2); L) embeds
the entire graph.
The embedding of S (e0 ) computed by embedding(e0 ; t) is represented in the following nonstandard way:
1. For the vertices v 2 V (e0 ) we use the standard representation, i.e., the cyclic list of the
incident edges corresponding to the clockwise ordering of the edges in the embedding.
2. For the vertices in the stem we use a non-standard representation. For each vertex
wi 2 fw0; : : :; wr g let the lists AL(wi ) and AR(wi ) be such that the catenation of
(wi ; wi+1), AR(wi ), (wi ; wi?1), and AL(wi ) corresponds to the clockwise ordering of
the edges incident to wi in the embedding. Here, w?1 = wk . Note that AR(wi ) = ;
for 1  i < r if t = L, and AL(wi ) = ; for 1  i < r, if t = R. The lists AL(wi ),
AR(wi ), 0  i  r, are returned in an implicit way: AL(wr ) and AR(wr ) are returned
as the list T = AL(wr ); (wr ; wr+1 ), AR(wr ) and the other lists are returned as the list
A = AR(wr?1 ); : : :; AR(w0); (w0; wk ); AL(w0); : : :; AL(wr?1 ), cf. Figure 2.
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Figure 2: A call embedding (e0 ; t) returns lists T and A. Lists are drawn as arrows. The
arrowhead corresponds to the end of the list.
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(0) procedure embedding(e0 : edge, t: fL; Rg)
( computes an embedding of S (e0 ), e0 = (x; y), as described in the text;
it returns the lists T and A de ned in the text )
(1) nd the spine of segment S (e0 ) by starting in node y and always
take the rst edge of every adjacency list until a back edge is
encountered. This back edge leads to node w0.
Let w0; : : :; wr be the tree path from w0 to x = wr and
let wr+1 = y; : : :; wk be the spine constructed above.
(2) AL AR empty list of darts;
T (wk ; w0);
( a list of darts )
(3) for j from k downto r + 1
(4) do for all edges e0 (except the rst) emanating from wj
(5)
do (T 0 ; A0) embedding(e0 ; t  (e0))
(6)
if t = (e0)
(7)
then T T 0 conc T ; AL AL conc A0
(8)
else T T conc T 0; AR A0 conc AR
(9)
(10)
od
(11)
output (wj ; wj?1) conc T ;
( the cyclic adjacency list of vertex wj )
(12)
let AL = AL0 conc T 0 and AR = T 00 conc AR0
where T 0 and T 00 contain all darts incident to wj ?1;
(13)
AL AL0 ; AR AR0 ; T T 0 conc (wj ?1; wj ) conc T 00
(14) od
(15) A AR conc (w0; wk ) conc AL;
(16) return T and A
(17) end
Table 1: The procedure embedding
The procedure embedding has the same structure as the procedure stronglyplanar and is
given in Table 1. It rst constructs the stem and the spine (line (1)) of cycle C (e0 ), then
walks down the spine (lines (3) to (14)), and nally computes the lists T and A it wants to
return (lines (15) and (16)).
We rst discuss the walk down the spine. Suppose that the walk has reached vertex wj . We
rst recursively process the edges emanating from wj (lines (4) to (10)), and then compute
the cyclic adjacency list of vertex wj and prepare for the next iteration (lines (11) to (13)).
We discuss lines (4) to (10) rst. In general, some number of edges emanating from wj
and all edges incident to vertices wl with l > j will have been processed already. Call
the processed edges e1 ; : : :; ei?1. We claim that the following statement is an invariant of
the loop (4) to (10): T concatenated with (wj ; wj ?1) is the cyclic adjacency list of vertex
wj in the embedding of C + S (e1 ) + : : : + S (ei?1 ), and AL and AR are the catenation
of lists AL(w0 ); : : :; AL(wj ?1) and AR(wj ?1); : : :; AR(w0) respectively where (wl ; wl+1 ),
AR(wl ); (wl ; wl?1); AL(wl ) is the cyclic adjacency list of vertex wl , 0  l  j ? 1, in the
embedding of C + S (e0 ) + : : : + S (ei?1 ). The lists T , AL, and AR are certainly initialized
correctly in line (2). Assume now that we process edge e0 = ei emanating from wj . The ag
(e0 ) indicates what kind of embedding of S (ei ) is needed to build a canonical embedding
of S (e0 ); the opposite kind of embedding of S (ei ) is needed to build a reversed canonical
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Figure 3: Glueing S (e0 ) to the left or right side of the path w0; : : :; wk respectively.
embedding of S (e0 ). So the required kind is given by t  (e0), where L  L = R  R = L
and L  R = R  L = R. The call embedding(e0 ; t  (e0 )) computes the cyclic adjacency
lists of the vertices in V (e0 ) and returns lists T 0 and A0 as de ned above. If S (ei ) has to be
glued to the left side of the vertical path w0 ; : : :; wk, i.e., if t = (e0 ) then we append T 0 to
the front of T and A0 to the end of AL, cf. Figure 3. Analogously, if S (ei ) has to be glued
to the right side of the path w0; : : :; wk , i.e., if t 6= (e0), then we append T 0 to the end of
T and A0 to the front of AR. This clearly maintains the invariant.
Suppose now that we have processed all edges emanating from wj . Then (wj ; wj ?1) concatenated with T is the cyclic adjacency list of vertex wj (line (11)).
We next prepare for the treatment of vertex wj ?1. Let T 0 and T 00 be the list of darts incident
to wj ?1 from the left and from the right respectively and having their other endpoint in an
already embedded segment. List T 0 is a sux of AL and list T 00 is a pre x of AR. The
catenation of T 0 , (wj ?1; wj ), T 00 , and (wj ?1; wj ?2) is the current clockwise adjacency list
of vertex wj ?1. Thus lines (12) and (13) correctly initialize AL, AR, and T for the next
iteration.
Suppose now that all edges emanating from the spine of C (e0 ) have been processed, i.e.,
control reaches line (15). At this point, list T is the ordered list of darts incident to wr
(except (wr ; wr?1)) and the two lists AL and AR are the ordered list of darts incident to
the two sides of the stem of C (e0 ). Thus T and the catenation of AR; (w0; wk ), and AL are
the two components of the output of embedding(e0 ; t). We summarize in

Theorem 1 Let G = (V; E) be a planar graph. Then G can be turned into a planar map
(G; ) in linear time.
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For an example let us consider the DFS-tree of G given in Figure 1. Consider the situation in
the call of embedding((3; 4); L). The call embedding((4; 6); L) computes the cyclic adjacency
lists of the vertices in V ((4; 6)) and returns lists T 0 = (4; 6) and A0 = (1; 6)(2; 6). In line
(7), T = (4; 6)(4; 5) and AL = (1; 6)(2; 6). The call of embedding((4; 7); R) gives T 0 = (4; 7)
and A0 = (3; 7); (1; 7). Thus in line (7) we have T = (4; 6)(4; 5)(4; 7) and AR = (3; 7)(1; 7).
The adjacency list of node wj = 4 is completed in line (11). It is (4; 3); (4; 6); (4; 5); (4; 7).
In line (13) we get AL = (1; 6)(2; 6), AR = (1; 7) and T = (3; 4)(3; 7). At the end of
embedding((3; 4); L) we have A = (1; 7)(1; 5)(1; 6)(2; 6).
An implementation based on this note is described in [MMN93] and is distributed with
the LEDA platform of combinatorial and geometric computing [Nah93, MN89] (anonymous
ftp cs.uni-sb.de (134.96.325.31)). Its running time is about 50 times the running time of
the LEDA strongly connected components algorithm. More concretely, on a SUN ELC the
program takes about 19 seconds to construct the planar map for a graph with 8000 nodes
and 16000 edges. About 11 seconds are needed to make a copy of the input graph and
to make the input graph biconnected and bidirected, about 4 seconds are needed for the
planarity test, and about 4 seconds are needed to actually construct the embedding. The
example graphs were generated by choosing an appropriate number of random line segments,
computing their intersections, and putting a vertex on every endpoint and intersection. For
a non-planar graph the algorithm can also be asked to identify a subdivision of a K5 or
K3;3 . This will however take quadratic time.
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